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ABSTRACT. Comparators and configurators have now become common in our daily activities and
are usually based on Product Comparison Matrices (PCMs) to present and compare features.
Based on a previous analysis of 300+ PCMs from Wikipedia, we identify the limits of existing
comparators, configurators and PCMs. Variability Models (VMs) have been extensively used
through the last 20 years to provide a synthetic and formal way to represent a product line. As
a consequence, using VMs instead of PCMs could tackle these limits and improve comparison
and configuration activities. In this paper, we present 5 research questions that focus on using
VMs to represent PCMs and their applications for comparators and configurators.

RÉSUMÉ. Les comparateurs et configurateurs de produits sont devenus des objets du quotidien
et sont souvent représentés sous la forme de tableaux. L’analyse de 300+ tableaux de compa-
raison issus de Wikipedia a montré les limites de ceux-ci, en plus de celles des comparateurs
et configurateurs. Les modèles de variabilité (MV) proposent une vue formelle et synthétique
d’une ligne de produits. La formalisation de MVs à partir de matrices de comparaison permet-
trait d’aller au delà de ces limites et de proposer des outils de comparaison et de configuration
plus avancés. Dans cet article, nous proposons 5 questions de recherche autour de l’utilisation
de MVs pour la formalisation de matrices de comparaison et leur utilisation dans le cadre de
comparateurs et configurateurs.

KEYWORDS: Products Comparison Matrices, Products Configurators, Variability Information,
Feature Models.

MOTS-CLÉS : Tableaux de comparaisons de produits, Configurateurs, Informations de variabilité,
Modèles de features.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Products comparators and configurators have now become common in our daily

activities. Whenever one desires to compare prices, buy a new camera, a computer,

a smartphone, a car or even a shirt, he or she can observe or compare or be assisted

during the process that will eventually lead to the concrete selection and buying of a

product.

If we consider commercial comparison pages for different domains, we observe

that these comparison are mostly provided into a tabular way and a product × feature

perspective. These Product Comparison Matrices (PCMs) provide a simple and con-

venient way to express properties on products and compare them to several different

others from the same family. They are provided by open initiatives like Wikipedia or

consumers organizations. It allows companies to present and advertise on the differ-

ent facets of their product series. PCMs provide a global view on several different

competing products, showing the presence, absence, limitations of a facet, expressing

commonality and variability between products under comparison.

From a general perspective, we can observe the different limitations for compara-

tors and PCMs:

– comparisons are limited to a maximum number of products,

– compared "attributes" are presented as a list with a predefined and fixed order,

– the more attributed there is, the less the table is readable and understandable.

Some comparison tools also propose an evaluation and ranking service, based on

the information they can exploit, but they are not really accurate. This means that

the tasks of filling, interpreting and analyzing the comparison information is almost

human-based from both the developer and the user perspective.

By the same way, product configurators propose to build more "personalized"

products accordingly to personal choices over some of the product features. Current

configurators lack from flexible configuration scenarios, as configurations are almost

done within a limited and fixed set of steps. They do not also take into account all the

product features in their complete scope (Perrouin et al., 2008). As a consequence one

may question how deep is the personalization process while configuring a product.

On the one hand, these limitations for comparators and configurators set exciting

questions and challenges for the product line community in terms of services expres-

siveness and tooling in order to propose flexible, attractive, assisted comparison and

configuration services. On the other hand, the product line community has a long past

experience with variability modeling and software product line engineering.

Variability Models (VMs), like decision models or feature models, share similar

goal than PCMs and provide a very synthetic and visual way to describe all possi-

ble products (also called configurations) in a given domain. VMs are an alternative

formalism to overcome the previous identified limitations of PCMs. VMs can be

employed to formulate in a more formal way the meanings of PCMs. VMs and their
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formal semantics enable automated reasoning: VMs come with state-of-the-art satisfi-

ability techniques and solvers that can be used for performing assisted configurations.

VMs offer an explicit and compact view of the variability and logical relationships

between features.

Choosing a configuration from a VM then means selecting and deselecting fea-

tures with respect to the FMs constraints while a configuration corresponds to a given

product that matches the feature selection. Our intuition is that leveraging the 20+

years experience (Benavides et al., 2010) on feature and variability modeling can help

to tackle these comparison and configuration issues. Expected advantages and benefits

from variability modeling approaches for that question are summed up as:

– Formalization of the variability information

– 20+ years of analyses and tool-supported work

– Independence from the feature selection

– Synthetic and exhaustive representation formalism

We previously evaluated PCMs contents over 300+ PCMs in Wikipedia (Sannier

et al., 2013). We proposed a set of variability information types that goes beyond the

traditional boolean perspective of PCMs and that have to be taken into account if one

want to fully exploit PCMs.

The global research questions we are interested in are as follows. Is a variability

model a sound and consistent formalism if we want to provide some support over these

PCMs ? Provided such a variability model, can we propose methodologies and tools

for comparison and configuration purposes? With these two questions and based on

this PCM variability information, we propose to address, in this paper, some research

directions and challenges toward PCM formalization and tooling in order to propose

more flexible and richer product comparators and configurators.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the anatomy of a

Wikipedia PCM, the taxonomy of variability information that we defined in (Sannier

et al., 2013). Section 3 discusses the step between PCMs and their formalization

within variability models and calls for more research effort. Section 4 concludes the

paper.

2. PCM Variability Information

In this section, we present the main results on our analysis about variability infor-

mation from Wikipedia Product Comparison Matrices, and present meaningful infor-

mation on their contents. We first present an example based on one wikipedia PCM

and present our variability information patterns. We then evaluate their proportion

through two evaluations. The first evaluation is based on a qualitative analysis on 50

randomly selected Wikipedia PCMs. The second is an automatic analysis of a corpus

of 300+ PCMs.
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Figure 1 – A family of online emails products

2.1. Anatomy of a Wikipedia PCM

As for illustrative purpose, we analyze a PCM about webmail providers mined in

Wikipedia 1 and present a sample of the PCM in figure 1. This PCM compares 15

different products ( A in the figure) against 12 different criteria ( B in the figure).

This Wikipedia page also proposes different comparison perspectives ( C ) and, con-

sequently, several PCMs related to these perspectives. However, our example focuses

on the PCM of figure 1, which includes 180 different cells to analyze.

1. Available online at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_

webmail_providers, last access 10th may 2013
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The first observation we make is related to the different comparison criteria, found

as headers of the PCM. A PCM is composed of a list of heterogeneous criteria with

different levels of precision and flexibility. Consequently, products values regarding

these criteria can be a various kind such as:

– 1 Boolean yes/no values. This kind of variability deals with the straight, non

ambiguous, presence or absence of the comparison criteria. We observe that couples

of tokens like "yes/no", "true/false", etc. are potential candidates for this kind of

variability information.

– 2 Constrained/Partial/ambiguous yes/no values. This kind of cells has to

be interpreted as: "the criterion is satisfied under the condition of, with the following

limitation, etc"."Only", "if", "through", can be candidate words to recognize this kind

of value. The token "partial" is the most significant evidence of the presence of the

value type. One can also see a "yes" with a footnote or followed by one or several

elements that express a condition or limitation.

– 3 Single-value. This kind of information has to be interpreted as: "the criterion

is satisfied using this element". It forms a unique way to satisfy the criteria. The

purpose of this information is not to know whether or not the criterion is satisfied but

how.

– 4 Multi-values. This kind of information has to be interpreted as: "the crite-

rion is satisfied using these elements". It forms a set of elements that contributes to

satisfy the criterion. It should be noted that there is no homogeneity, within the same

matrix, in the way of expressing such enumerations.

– 5 Unknown value. One does not know if the criterion is satisfied. Cells are

generally filled with "?", "unknown". This information is rather hard to manage. It

cannot be fully interpreted as a boolean "no" answer, as it can prevent the product

from being selected, despite the domain reality that is unknown.

– 6 Empty cell. This information is hard to interpret, i.e., whether it should

be analyzed as a strong boolean "no" and accordingly assessed as the absence of the

feature or should this be analyzed as an unknown answer ?

– 7 Inconsistent value. The provided value is partial, ambiguous or lightly

related to the analyzed criterion. For instance, in Figure 1, it is mentioned that "Yahoo!

Mail" has a "$35 yearly" interface, whereas all other products mention the underlying

technology of their interface.

– 8 Extra Information. The provided cell value offers additional information

such as latest dates or versions. Though not present in Fig 1, this pattern exists.

It should be noted that the eight information types defined above are not necessarily

expressed in a regular way for a given criteria/header. Specifically, a same header can

refer to a specific value for one product, be unknown for another one, conditionally

active in another case, etc. An example is given for the header feature "Client access

for email Server" (see Fig. 1).
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Table 1 – Value types frequencies for 50 Wikipedia PCMs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total 47,29% 3,71% 22,75% 4,37% 10,86% 4,83% 0,55% 5,64%

2.2. A Qualitative Analysis of 50 Wikipedia PCMs

We want to further confirm our intuition over PCM contents. For this purpose, we

analyzed a randomly selected sample of 50 Wikipedia’s PCMs.

Table 1 provides a summary of our analysis of the 50 Wikipedia pages, the number

of tables, cells, and values frequency 2. These 50 pages contained 165 tables and about

29500 different cells. The 50 pages mainly deal with computer systems, architectures,

programming at various levels but also include topics like linguistic, mechanics, poli-

tics, defense, among others.

Concerning "uncertainty", information that is not a straightforward variability in-

formation ( 2 , 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8 ), it represents a mean of 25.6%. It represents a

significant number of cells that cannot stand as-is in a FM. On the other hand, around

75% of PCMs content is rather direct information and allow a direct mapping to FMs.

2.3. A Quantitative Analysis of 300+ Wikipedia PCMs

To gain further statistical evidence about the frequency of the eight patterns, we im-

plemented an automated extraction process for operating over 300+ Wikipedia pages.

We used the state of the art parser Sweble (Dohrn et al., 2011) to process the source of

each Wikipedia page. In addition, we implemented automated techniques to recognize

the pattern of a cell value, following the observations of the qualitative study. We do

not seek to automatically detect patterns 7 and 8 since they are mainly based on

human perception.

In total, we analyzed 31097 products and 225024 cell values. The results are

reported in Table 2.

2.4. Discussion on PCMs Variability Information

We now compare the results with those previously obtained in the qualitative study.

The frequency of Boolean values has slightly increased (49.4 versus 47.3) and still

important, confirming the importance of the pattern 1 . Similarly, the frequency of

2. More detailed information for each page is available online at http://tinyurl.

com/WikipediaPCM
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Table 2 – Value types frequencies for 300+ Wikipedia PCMs

1 2 3 4 5 6

amount 111309 1788 45903 33922 16823 15279

% 49.4 0.8 20.4 15.1 7.5 6.8

single values (pattern 3 ) remains important (slight decrease with 20.4 versus 22.75).

The frequency of multi-values 4 has increased to a large proportion (15.1 versus
4.37). We can hypotesize that part of the values can actually belong to pattern 7

or 8 (two patterns we do not detect and that are usually constituted of multiple

values). The frequency of pattern 2 has decreased significantly (0.8 versus 3.71) but

still constitutes a minor pattern.

The most important result is that we confirm patterns 1 and 3 are by far the

most widely used, constituting almost 75% of the content of PCMs.

3. Research Directions

In this section, we address two different challenges that were defined previously.

We first address the variability model generation itself. We then propose a set of

research questions concerning the tooling capability and services over these variability

models within a comparator and configurator perspective.

We recall PCMs limitations and we add them to those we highlighted regarding

comparison and configuring concerns.

– Comparisons are limited to a maximum number of products (or all of them in

Wikipedia).

– Compared "attributes" are presented as a list with a predefined and fixed order.

– Cells in a PCM lack of formalization as they can provide a simple yes/no infor-

mation describing the presence/absence of a feature, numerical information,unknown

values or even implicit empty cells. All these values have to be interpreted w.r.t. vari-

ability.

– The size and complexity of data can be very important, up to hundreds of prod-

ucts and hundreds of features. Consequently, it can be hard to understand and exploit

a PCM of such size. Users must review numerous cells of the PCM to gather the

required information regarding his/her requirements. In practice, the more criteria or

products there are, the harder the PCM is to read, the higher the probability is to miss

important information and the less a user can make an effective choice.

– Configurations are almost done within a limited and fixed set of steps and fea-

tures.
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Based on our previous analyses, we have quantitative evidence upon PCMs limita-

tions. In particular, we observe that about 75% of PCMs are VM-compatible. On the

other hand, there is another 25% part that remains difficult to interpret and analyze.

This lack of formalization hinders the construction of tools and prevents forward

efficient and systematic analyses on PCMs. It then becomes hard to propose efficient

configurators that could be based on this precious information. Offering tools and/or

good practice guidelines for internet users who are filling these matrices would be a

first step towards formalization. It could reduce the part of uncertainty and highlight

patterns in PCMs, thus indirectly bridging the gap between PCMs and VMs. Now, we

present 5 research questions that focus on using VMs for representing PCMs and their

applications in comparators and configurators.

3.1. Toward Rich reverse-engineering of Variability Models with PCMs

RQ1: How to formalize and deal with these 25% remaining information?

What does this information means from a variability point of view? A quarter of

the information represent non boolean values such as numerical values, enumerations

or uncertainty. Boolean VMs fail to formalize such types of values. Thus, another for-

malism is required. Some papers propose extensions of FMs that could be candidates

for formalizing PCMs.

Benavides et al. propose an extension including attributes (Benavides et al., 2005).

Each attribute define a value contained in the attribute’s domain (e.g. integer, real,

enumeration, boolean). For example, we can define the weight of a camera lens by

adding an attribute weight in the feature Lens. These attributes aim at modelling extra-

functional features (e.g. a lens must weight less than 1kg). Cordy et al. extend FMs

with attributes and multi-features (Cordy et al., 2013). Multi-features allow products

to have several instances of a same feature. For example, we could easily model that a

computer has several hard drives. Such attributes and multi-features could formalize

the non boolean values of PCMs. However, these extended FMs do not offer constructs

for defining uncertainty. Czarnecki et al. propose a different extension of FMs called

probabilistic FMs (Czarnecki et al., 2008). Probabilistic FMs allow to define soft

constraints between features. For example, 80% of the cameras of the product line are

bought with a 50mm lens.

In addition to VMs, there exist other methods such as formal concept analy-

sis (Loesch et al., 2007, Ryssel et al., 2011) that could represent the variability con-

tained in PCMs or help us obtain VMs but no work target variability of PCMs. There-

fore, we need to define the possible semantics of PCMs and try to map this semantics

to attributed FMs, probabilistic FMs or another formalism. Once an adequate formal-

ism is found, we could offer tools or guidelines to help users in defining PCMs with a

precise semantics.

RQ2: How to efficiently synthesize consistent and meaningful VMs from

PCMs? As stated before, the size and complexity of PCMs can be very important.
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As a result, the manual elaboration of a VM from such PCMs is time-consuming and

error-prone. Automating the process presents 4 challenges.

First, the resulting VM must be consistent, i.e. representing the same product line

as the input PCM. An inconsistent VM may expose the user to invalid configurations.

Therefore, he or she may purchase products that simply do not exist. Second, the

resulting VM shall present a meaningful hierarchy of features for its users (e.g. a

meaningful feature diagram for FMs). Such hierarchy ease the understanding and

the maintenance of the VM. It can also ease the development of comparators and

configurators by presenting to developers a default yet meaningful scenario. Third, an

automated synthesis must be able to correctly interpret the uncertainty in PCMs. If

the PCM do not have a precise semantics, the user should disambiguate each cell that

contains uncertainty. Finally, an automated synthesis should be efficient and scale on

large PCMs.

Acher et al. propose an automated technique to reverse engineer boolean FMs

directly from PCMs (Acher et al., 2012). Other works focus on reverse engineer-

ing boolean FMs from different input artefacts (Czarnecki et al., 2007, Andersen et
al., 2012, She et al., 2011, Acher et al., 2013, Haslinger et al., 2011, Haslinger et
al., 2013, Ryssel et al., 2011, Ziadi et al., 2012, Weston et al., 2009, Chen et al.,
2005, Al-Msie’deen et al., 2013). For example, Andersen et al. developed an efficient

technique for reverse engineering a consistent FM from a propositional formula (An-

dersen et al., 2012). Ryssel et al. used formal concept analysis to extract FMs from

incidence matrices which may be seen as PCMs. She et al. addressed the problem of

synthesizing a meaningful FM by using user input and a domain-specific heuristic to

rank parent candidates (She et al., 2011). We recently developed a generic technique

that also uses user input and heuristics for reverse engineering a FM from a proposi-

tional formula (Bécan et al., 2013). However, all these techniques produce boolean

FMs. Czanercki et al. proposed to reverse engineer probabilistic FMs but the result-

ing FM represents a superset of the product line configuration set (Czarnecki et al.,
2008). To our knowledge, no techniques for reverse engineering attributed FMs were

proposed.

Therefore, we need an efficient automated technique for reverse engineering the

VM identified in RQ1. This technique shall allow the user to provide knowledge

about the hierarchy of the VM and the semantics of the PCM’s cells in order to obtain

a consistent and meaningful VM.

3.2. From Variability Models to a Unified Approach for User Guidance in

Comparators and Configurators

RQ3: When does it become beneficial to use a VM instead of a matrix? PCMs

are quite natural for describing product lines but as we stated before, they present

some limits especially when their size increases. Using VMs would ease the main-

tenance and the understanding of PCMs. However, switching from PCMs to VMs is
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not straitghforward and requires substantial effort (see RQ2). Defining criteria from

which it is necessary to switch from PCMs to VMs, would help users in selecting the

right formalism.

RQ4: How to reason and analyze over VMs for comparison and configura-

tion? In their literature review, Benavides et al. reported that reasoning and ana-

lyzing over FMs is mostly done with propositional logic based techniques such as

SAT solvers or Binary Decision Diagrams (Benavides et al., 2010). They also noted

that extended FMs were not supported by these techniques in the papers they studied.

However, constraint programming based techniques seemed more suited for analyzing

attributed FMs as they allow to reason on both boolean and numerical values. Other

solutions exists such as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers (Cordy et al.,
2013). Czarnecki et al. mentioned several techniques for using probabilistic FMs in a

configuration process but they did not validate them yet (Czarnecki et al., 2008).

Cordy et al. mentioned that using SMT solvers for attributed FMs significantly

increase reasoning time (Cordy et al., 2013). We can expect the same behaviour for

other techniques that are not based on propositional logic. As PCMs can contain

hundreds of products and features, the performance issue is a major concern. Users do

not want comparators and configurators that take several minutes to take into account

each choice.

Therefore, we need an efficient technique that handles all the types of values that

we can encounter in a PCM (boolean, numerical, enumeration, probabilities, etc.).

RQ5: How to build comparators and configurators from VMs? To address

the limits of comparators and configurators identified in this paper, we need to ad-

dress the following challenges. First, comparator and configurator systems shall make

available all the pieces of informations contained in the VM. Thereby the user can

check all his/her requirements. The challenge is to provide such amount of infor-

mation without overwhelming the user. Second, these systems must include flexibil-

ity in the comparison and configuration process. Only constraints between features

and marketing requirements should be enforced. Again, comparison or configuration

systems should implement mecanisms to avoid overwhelming users with numerous

possible scenarios. For example, such systems could use default values for manda-

tory features, multi-step configuration process (Khalil Abbasi et al., 2013), recom-

mender systems (Salinesi et al., 2012, Dumitru et al., 2011), graphical interface for

finding optimum products (Murashkin et al., 2013) or soft constraints expressed by

the user (Czarnecki et al., 2008). Finally, comparators and configurators should be

intuitive and documented. Good practices such as explaining constraints and features,

presenting examples, using standard graphical widgets and allowing to remove the last

decision would help the user in his or her task (Khalil Abbasi et al., 2013).

All these good practices and functionalities could be integrated in a framework

that ease the development of comparators and configurators. Developers would only

define the VM, the different constraints on the product line and the desired graphical

interface.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we identified several limits to current comparators, configurators and

Product Comparison Matrices (PCMs). In particular, we studied 300+ PCMs from

Wikipedia and showed that 25% of PCMs’ cells contain uncertainty. This leads us to

investigate how to better formalize PCMs through Variability Models (VMs).

VMs offer a synthetic and formal way to represent product lines. Such formal-

ism could improve comparators and configurators and tackle their limits. Many works

proposed techniques for reverse engineering, analyzing and exploiting boolean VMs.

However, boolean VMs fail to formalize numerical values, enumerations and the un-

certainty contained in PCMs. Few extensions such as attributed and probabilistic VMs

were proposed to handle these types of information but there still exists a gap between

PCMs and VMs.

We presented a set of reasearch questions that focus on bridging this gap by map-

ping the semantics of PCMs to an appropriate VM and developing techniques to re-

verse engineer this VM from one or several PCMs. We are also interested in defining

criteria from which it is necessary to switch from PCMs to VMs in order to help

users in choosing the right formalism. Finally, we presented challenges for building

efficient, flexible and intuitive comparators and configurators.
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